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Intelligent document
segmentation can
bring electronic
browsing within the
reach of most users.
The authors show how
this is achieved
through document
processing, analysis,
and parsing the graphic
sentence.

et’s quickly calculate the requirements of electronic data storage and
access for a standard library of technical journals. A medium-sized
research library subscribes to about 2,000 periodicals, each averaging
about 500 pages per volume, for a total of one million pages per year. Although this
article was output to film at 1,270 dpi (dots per inch) by an imagesetter, reproduction on a 300-dpi laser printer or display would be marginally acceptable to most
readers (at least for the text and some of the art). At 300 dpi, each page contains
about six million pixels (picture elements). At a conservative compression ratio of
1O:l (using existing facsimile methods), this yields 80 gigabytes per year for the
entire collection of periodicals. While this volume is well beyond the storage
capabilities of individual workstations, it is acceptable for a library file server. (Of
course, unformatted text requires only about 6 kilobytes per page even without
compression, but it is not an acceptable vehicle for technical material.)
A 10-page article can be transmitted over a high-speed network, and printed or
displayed in image form in far less time than it takes to walk to a nearby library.
Furthermore, while Computer may be available in most research libraries, you may
have to wait several days for an interlibrary loan through facsimile or courier.
There is, therefore, ample motivation to develop systems for the electronic
distribution of digitized technical material.
However, even if the material is available in digital image form, not everyone has
convenient access to a high-speed line, a laser printer, or a 2,100 x 3,000-dot
display. We show how intelligent document segmentation can bring electronic
browsing within the reach of readers equipped with only a modem and a personal
computer.
Document analysis constitutes a domain of about the right degree of difficultj for
current research on knowledge-based image-processing algorithms. This is important because document analysis itself is a transient application: There is no question
that eventually information producers and consumers must be digitally linked. But
there are also practical advantages to recognizing the location and extent of
significant blocks of information on the page. This is also true for segmenting and
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Glossary
AND-OR graph (or tree). Representation of a solution
strategy in which a path from the start node to the solution
node requires traversing any branch at an OR node and every branch at an AND node. In a related Min-Max search
used in two-person games, a path from the start node to the
solution node takes the lowest cost branch at a Min node and
the highest cost branch at a Max node.
Bitmap. Digital representation of an image in which points
are mapped to an array of binary pixels.
Branch-and-bound. A search technique that avoids paths
certain to lead to higher cost solutions than the best solution
obtained so far.
CClTT (Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphie
et Telephonie). International organization which promulgates
standards for facsimile coding and transmission. CCITT
Group 3 compression methods are used over relatively higherror-rate channels such as the telephone network. Group 4
standards are designed for low-error-rate channels such as
public data networks. The compression ratio of a code is the
number of bits in the bitmapped representation of the image
divided by the number of bits in the coded representation.
Compiler tools. Programs that generate lexical and syntactic analysis programs for particular applications, including
assembly, interpretation, compilation, and translation of computer programs. In the Unix system, Lex is a popular tool for
lexical analysis and YACC (yet another compiler compiler) is
used for parsing context-free languages.
Document interchange formats. Standards for coding the
organization of the layout and contents of a document to facilitate transferring documents from one computer system to another. Popular examples include the Document Content Architecture (DCA), Document Interchange Format (DIF),
Document Style Semantics Specification Language (DSSSL),
Office Document Architecture (ODA), and Standard Generalized Mark-up Language (SGML).
Drop cap. An oversized uppercase character spanning
several printed lines, often used to begin an article or a
section.

Hypertext. Data structure for text or other media that includes linkages (pointers) between conceptually related
items. These linkages allow considerable latitude in selecting
strategies for traversing many levels of information. The linkages are either preset or created by data users.
Kerning. Separate characters placed closer together than
usual by removing some of the space between them.
Layout. Physical (for example, geometric and typographic)
organization of textual and graphic matter in a document, in
contrast to content.
Leading. The separation between consecutive lines of text,
originally achieved in printing by inserting strips of lead between rows of type.
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Lexical analysis. Each token (word) belongs to a lexical
category that determines what tokens may precede or follow
it. In English, examples of lexical categories are verb, noun,
and pronoun. Lexical analysis determines the category of a
token.
Ligature. Two or more symbols, such as a?,printed as a
single pattern.
OCR (optical character recognition). The technology of
converting printed or written material into computer-readable
(ASCII) code. The word oprical serves to distinguish it from
magnetic ink character recognition (MICR). OCR systems
usually include an optical scanner, a preprocessor to locate
the characters in the appropriate order, a pattern classifier,
and a contextual postprocessor.

Page icon. A reduced-scale representation of the subdivision of a printed page into nested rectangles that correspond
to significant layout units. It is a graphic display of the X-Y
tree of the decomposition.
Point. Printer's unit of measurement, equal to about 1/72
of an inch (US,European, and Belgian points are slightly different). One pica equals 12 points. The notation 10112 indicates 10-point type with 2-point leading (white space).
PostScript. A programming language introduced by Adobe Systems that allows device-independent specification of
typeset text and illustrations for computer printers, displays,
and digital phototypesetters. Such languages are generally
known as page-description languages.
Syntax. Synonymous with grammar: the formal rules that
determine the permissible configuration of lexical tokens
such as words. Parsing (a form of syntactic analysis) determines whether a string of words forms a legal sentence. The
language accepted by a grammar is the (often infinite) set of
all legal sentences. A grammar is usually expressed as a set
of rewrite rules, or productions, that allow replacing the
string of symbols found on the left-hand side of the production by the string found on the right-hand side to generate legal sentences. Symbols that don't occur by themselves on
the left-hand side and therefore cannot be replaced are
called terminal symbols; all others are called nonterminal
symbols. Formally, a grammar is a quintuple consisting of a
starting symbol, a delimiter, a set of terminal symbols, a set
of nonterminal symbols, and a set of productions.
TIFF (tagged image-file format). A family of popular formats for color, gray-level, and black-and-white images in either compressed or uncompressed form.

VGA (video graphic adapter). A format convention for
480 x 640-pixel color screen displays introduced by IBM in
1987.
X-Y tree. A spatial data structure in which each node corresponds to a rectangular block. The children of each node
represent the locations of the subdivisions of the parent
block in a particular (horizontal or vertical) direction. The
same organization is often represented in VLSl design by
means of a polar graph. Other popular hierarchical data
structures for isothetic (Manhattan) spatial subdivisions include the K-D tree and the Quad tree.

Advantages of intelligent page segmentation
Smaller blocks can be reproduced on PC displays without horizontal scrolling or
loss of legibility
Selected blocks can be transmitted more quickly than an entire page can for
browsing over networks
Layout analysis helps OCR preserve the reading order
Key-entry of selected blocks that are intractable by OCR
rekeying entire pages

IS

less costly than

Differentiating text from graphics and halftones leads to more efficient image
compression
Straight borders between high-contrast and halftone regions are preserved for
digital reprographics
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igure 1. Gobbledoc system overview.
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labeling the page image according to its
logical structure, without resorting to
optical character recognition (see the
"Advantages of intelligent page segmentation" sidebar).
Research on OCR began at the turn
of the century. Inventions for replacing
telegraph operators and assisting blind
readers were first demonstrated in 1914,
and high-speed OCR systems have been
commercially available since 1955 for
specially printed forms and fixed-pitch
typescript. The field of digitized page
analysis started in the sixties, but only
recently have the relevant technologies
matured sufficiently to allow the conversion of complex typeset documents
such as technical articles. Major catalysts include accurate, fast, inexpensive
page scanners; high-speed computer
networks; sufficient storage and processing power for digitized page images; and compression standards for digital facsimile.
Document image analysis requires the
assembly of a number of software tools.'
Gobbledoc, the system that we have
developed at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute over the last five years, integrates several existing components with
a new method of image decomposition.
Figure 1 shows the flow of information
from the original document to the user's computer screen. A page is either
scanned locally or obtained from a CDROM. It is segmented and labeled by
using a syntactic approach, and stored
in an X-Y tree. Images of text blocks are
transferred t o a personal computer and
recognized by using OCR. The resulting ASCII output (which includes some
special characters marked with escape
quotes) is linked to the corresponding
node of the X-Y tree. All data is then
stored on the browser host computer.
The browser is activated from a remote
client workstation, and the user-requested information is displayed on the client terminal.
In Gobbledoc, image processing, document analysis, and OCR operations
take place in batch mode when the documents are acquired. After explaining
the document image acquisition process, we describe the knowledge base
that must be entered into the system to
process a family of page images. We
show how our X-Y tree data structure
converts the two-dimensional pagesegmentation problem into a series of
one-dimensional string-parsing problems that can be tackled by using conCOMPUTER

ventional compiler tools. Next, syntactic analysis is used to divide each page
into labeled rectangular blocks. Blocks
labeled text are converted by OCR to
obtain a secondary (ASCII) document
representation. But such symbolic files
are better suited for computerized search
than for human access to the document
content. Because too many visual layout clues are lost in the OCR process
(including some special characters), our
system preserves the original block images for human browsing. Finally, we
consider storage, networking, and display issues specific to document images,
and describe our prototype browser.

Preprocessing

Partial layout specifications for Computer
in 1991
The title lines are set in Melior 36/38 point boldface, centered.
There are one to four lines in the title: the second part of a long title is sometimes set in 24-point type.
The byline is set in Melior 12114-point boldface, centered; affiliations may either
follow the authors’ names set in the same typeface or are set on the same line.
The title line precedes the byline, and the two are separated by at least 38-point
leading.
Every paragraph is indented except the first and the beginning of the conclusion
section, which begin with a 40/40-pomt drop cap.
The body type (main text) is TimesTen Roman 9/11.
The page numbers and month-year (in body type) are set flush with the margin
and alternate between left and right.
Footnotes (rare) are set TimesTen Roman 718. separated by a hairline rule with

We convert each page to digital form
by scanning it at 300 dpi. This rate is
sufficient to preserve all significant white
spaces. Since the entire X-Y tree approach is extremely sensitive to skew,
we carefully align each page on the scanner bed. We recognize that this could be
impossible in a production environment,
where the systems could incorporate
one of the excellent skew-correction
methods (performed by software or
hardware) already demonstrated by others.2

Sample pages. We also take sample
pages from the CD-ROM database prepared for the IEE-IEEE by University
Microfilms. The IEEE annually distributes about 130,000 pages in 300-dpi image form on CD. Other professional
societies are not far behind. The IEEI E E E database is stored in CCITT
Group 4 compressed form. This is the
two-dimensional Modified Modified
Read (MMR) code developed as a standard for facsimile terminals operating
over very-low-error-rate public data netw o r k ~ Currently,
.~
we decompress the
page using software, but standard chips
for this purpose are available. Since we
have no control over the degree of skew
of the CD pages, we de-skew them.
Noise. Our documents contain specks
of noise caused by flawed fibers in the
stock, imperfect printing, photocopying, and digitization. (High-quality journals are relatively noise-free, but we
used photocopies on uncoated paper.)
Such noise does not bother human readers, but it complicates automated analysis. To cope with the noise, one may
July 1992

a blank line before and after the rule

construct page grammars sufficiently
robust to ignore speckle. This is feasible
but tedious. Instead, we filter out all
specks smaller than a given size in a
preliminary pass. After the analysis is
completed, all specks are restored. The
size threshold therefore can be quite
generous. Losing a few periods or dots
on the i’s and j’s does not affect the
layout analysis, and they are restituted
before any document component is submitted to OCR or displayed for human
inspection.

Layout encoding
The first step in analyzing a specific
family of documents is encoding the
information that distinguishes this family from others. The required knowledge base is quite specific. It may be
stated explicitly in the form of if-then
rules, a form-definition language, a geometry tree of box locations, an expert
system, or a formal grammar - or implicitly embedded in the processingprograms. Some examples of constraints
for the title page of feature articles in
Computer as of July 1991 are shown in
the accompanying sidebar. The rules
for the pages from IEEE Transactions
on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (IEEE-PAMI), used in our experiments and shown later in Figure 6,
are similar.
Publication-specific systems have
been successfully demonstrated on newspaper pages, business letters, articles,

and tables of contents in technical journals, patent applications, resumes, typed
forms with a prespecified layout, sheet
music, maps, engineering drawings, circuit diagrams, and even the periodical
ChessInformant. A complex knowledgebased system that demonstrates the usefulness of full interaction between different components has been developed
for postal address location and interpretation. Recent achievementsin these
areas are described in the proceedings
of conferences on document a n a l y s i ~ . ~ . ~

Syntactic analysis. Just as every programming language has its fixed set of
rules, each publication has predetermined layout conventions. These conventions dictate the size, position, spacing, and ordering of the blocks that
correspond to logical entities on a page,
as shown in the sidebar for Computer.
Accordingly, documents that satisfy the
postulated layout conventions can always be parsed into different components without OCR in the same way
that syntactically correct program code
can be parsed into meaningful constructs
without semantic understanding.
Syntactic analysis accomplishes both
segmentation and component identification simultaneously. A publicationspecific document grammar is a formal
description of all legal page formats
that articles in a given publication can
assume. In principle, a parse of the page
will reveal whether the page is acceptable under the rules of the grammar
and, if so, what labels must be assigned
13

Figure 2. Hierarchical subdivision of rectangles into rectangles: X-Y tree for
page segmentation (a); Quad tree for comparing or combining several images
(b); K-D tree for fast search (c); example of tiling with rectangular blocks that
cannot be obtained by successive horizontal and vertical subdivisions only (a).
to the various components to construe a
valid graphic “sentence.”
Although we use compiler tools developed primarily for formal languages,
the syntactic analysis of document images exhibits many of the difficulties of
parsing natural language. Layout conventions may be insufficient to identify
every document component. For instance, text lines with equations buried
in them may radically alter the expected
line spacing. We must therefore ensure
that minor deviations have only local
effects. Furthermore, the grammar for a
modern programming language is established from the start, while document
grammars must be inferred indirectly, as
later discussed. (A never-ending task:
Journals frequently put on new faces.)

Block grammars. The document grammar for a specific journal consists of a
set of block grammars. Each block grammar subdivides a block horizontally o r
vertically into a set of subblocks. The
net result of applying the entire document grammar is therefore a subdivision of the page into nested rectangular
blocks. Such a subdivision can be represented efficiently in a data structure
14

called the X-Y tree6 (Figure 2). The
block grammars themselves are also
organized in the form of a tree: The
block grammar to be used to subdivide
each block is determined recursively by
the results of the parse at the level above.

Syntactic attributes
A (horizontal/vertical)block profile is a binary string that contains a

zero for each horizontal or vertical
scanline that contains only white
pixels; otherwise it is a one.
A black atom is a maximal all-one
substring. It is the smallest indivisible partition of the current block
profile. A white atom is an all-zero
substring.
A black molecule is a sequence
of black and white atoms followed
by a black atom. A white molecule
is a white atom that separates two
black molecules.
An entity is a molecule that has
been assigned a class label (title,
authors, figure caption). It may depend on an ordering relationship.

This approach effectively transforms the
difficult two-dimensional segmentation
into a set of manageable one-dimensional segmentation problems.
The syntactic formalism is theoretically well understood, and sophisticated software is available for lexical analysis and parsing of strings of symbols.
Each block grammar is therefore implemented as a conventional string grammar that operates on a binary string
called a block profile. The block profile
is the thresholded vertical or horizontal
projection of the black areas within the
block. Zeros in the block profile correspond to white spaces that extend all
the way across the block and are therefore good candidates for the locations
of subdivisions.
Representing the structure of an entire page in terms of block grammars
simplifies matters considerably. But each
block grammar itself is a complex structure. It must accommodate many alternative configurations. For instance, to
divide the title block from the byline
block, the block grammar must provide
for a varying number of title lines and
bylines, and for changes in spacing
caused by the ascenders and descenders
of the letters. To simplify the design
process, each block grammar is constructed in several stages, in terms of
syntactic attributes extracted from profile features7

Syntactic attributes.The first stage of
a block grammar operates on the ones
and zeros of the block profile. Strings of
ones or zeros are called atoms. Atoms
are divided into classes according to
their length. A string of aiternating black
and white atoms is a molecule. The class
of a molecule depends on the number
and kind of atoms it contains. Finally,
molecules are transformed into entities
depending on the order of their appearance. The words atom, molecule, and
entity were chosen because they are not
specific to a particular publication or
subdivision. (See the sidebar on syntactic attributes.)
The syntactic attributes that determine the parse are the size and number
of atoms within an entity, and the number and order of permissible occurrences of entities on a page. Table 1 shows
the expected variation in the horizontal
profile of a page fragment that includes
the title and byline. The assignment of
symbols into larger units is accomplished
by rewriting rules orproductions. These
COMPUTER

Table 1. Examples of syntactic profile features for Computer digitized at 300 dpi

I

Title
Black atom length
White atom length
No. atoms
No. entities
Precedence

100-160
4-20
1-4
1

rules take into account the expected
variability. The entries in the first row
correspond to the maximum and minimum height (in pixels) of the title and
byline lines in a feature article scanned

Title-byline-space

Byline

-

35-52
2-14
1-6
1

10-40
-

1
Title before byline

single title block and a single byline
block.
In the greatly simplified example of
Figure 3, a typical horizontal block profile is shown at the top. The atom lengths
have been shortened to show the entire
horizontal block profile.
In stage 1, runs of ones or zeros are
condensed into atoms according to their
length. For example, black runs of 2 to
3 are called a. In stage 2, atoms are
grouped into molecules. (A run of zero
to three black-white sequences of two
atoms of types b,v or b,w, followed by a
black atom of type b, is labelled A.) In
stage 3, molecules are interpreted as
document entities.

I

at 300 dpi. The second row shows the
expected profile height of the leading.
There must be one to four title lines and
one to six author lines, with the byline
below the title. Each page has only a

block- run- atom molecule

entity

profile length

PAGE

BEFORE-TITLEBLANK

5

W

6

b

3

V

5

b

TITLE BLOCK

IO

X

TITLE-BYLINEBLANK

3

a

2

U

2

a

3

V

2

a

BYLINEBLOCK

4

W

AITER-BYLINE BLANK

1
1
1
1
1

1
0

ANALYSIS 1
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
1

1
1
0
0

G. Nagy

1

S . Seth

1
0

M. Viswanathan

Stage 1
a
b

+
+

v

+
+

IO)*
(0)'

w

+

(0145

x

+

(OJ6'O

U

Stage 2

Stage 3

A + [bvlbw]"-'b
B + (aulavJU5a
x + w
Y + x

PAGE
BEFORE-TITLE
TITLE
TITLE-BYLINE
BYLINE
AFTER-BYLINE

+ BEFORE-TITLE TITLE TITLE-BYLINE BYLINE AFTER-BYLINE

+ x
+ A
+ Y
+ B

+ x

Figure 3. Illustrationof a simplifiedblock grammarfor the first vertical subdivisionof a title page similarto that of Computer.
July 1992
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The block grammar at the bottom
specifies that the title block (molecule
A) may have one to four lines of print,
separated by blank lines. Each line of
print (atom b) may be four to six pixels
high, and each blank line may be three
(v), four, or five (w) pixels high. (The
height of the blank lines is divided into
two ranges because of the overlap in the
range of the heights of the blank lines in
the title and author blocks.) Stage 3 of
this block grammar ensures that the
title block precedes the byline block.
Note that molecule X is sometimes
interpreted as a before-title blank and
sometimes as an after-byline blank, depending on its location with respect to
other molecules. Stage 4 (not illustrated) merges consecutive entities with the
same label separated by a wide blank,
such as text paragraphs.

Block grammars based on such attributes typically have hundreds of productions for a single publication such as
IEEE-PAMI. Definingeach block grammar directly on the binary profile strings,
while theoretically equivalent, would
be too cumbersome in practice.

Grammar specification. Constructing the block grammars by hand is still
very time-consuming and is the greatest weakness of our current approach.
Available sources of information are
computer-aided measurements on
samples of scanned copy, publishers'
style manuals, and macro definitions
customized for a given publication in
page formatters. We have also developed a tabular representation of layout
parameters that is automatically translated into block grammars.

Page grammars are used to extract the
spatial structure of a technical document,
much the same way as string grammars
are employed to parse a compiler language.
However, the problem is inherently more
complex because of the two-dimensional
layout of a page and the variety of entities
that must be recognized.

Appealing alternatives to our tabular
representation of document layout include the Office Document Architecture (ODA), Standard Generalized
Mark-up Language (SGML), and Document Style Semantics Specification
Language (DSSSL) document interchange standards.8 However, it is not
easy to extract from these specifications
the criteria for alternating horizontal
and vertical subdivisions required by
our decomposition.
Low-level block grammars tend to be
much more generic (exhibit less publication-dependent variability) than highlevel grammars. One can therefore often reuse existing block grammars for a
new family of publications. There are,
for instance, only a few paragraph formats in common use. Ideally, the initial
parameters would be adjusted (learned)

We show that all the logical .intities
of interest on a document page$ can be
identified by syntactic analysi&f binary
strings obtained from verticaliiand horizontal projections of the page ::image.
This is a transformation of two
dimensional problem to a setiiof one
dimensional problems of mucGi less

Document Analysis 11(3) March 1995

I'

I

-.
Figure 4. Simplified example of branch-and-bound analysis: a two-column text block with a river (accidental vertical
alignment of blank spaces) (a), and a block grammar text-b1ock.a dividing the block at the central gutter (b).
16
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during actual operations; this
is a subject of continuing research.

Generic typesetting rules

ters), is applied to the entire
block and divides it at the
river. Now, however, left-col
fails, because the lines of text
do not line up across the central gutter, so the block cannot be segmented into horizontalstrips at the prescribed
line-spacing. The search is
abandoned without attempting the rightmost branches
of the tree, because even if
the region to the right of the
river were correctly labeled,
the overall result would be
inferior to the earlier parse.
The numbers on the branches of the search tree show the
percentage of area identified
and, in parentheses, the applicable lower bound.

Page decomposition. We
Printed lines are roughly horizontal.
now show how the blockThe baselines of characters are aligned.
grammar concept can be exEach line of text is set in a single point size.
tended t o segment and label
Ascenders, descenders, and capitals have consistent
a whole page. A block gramheights. In roman fonts, serifs are aligned.
mar is intended to interpret
each subblock of a given
Typefaces (including variants such as italic or bold) do not
block as a particular (lachange within a word.
beled) entity. At the subWithin a line of text, word and character spaces are uniblock level, block grammars
form, and word spaces are larger than character spaces.
assign labels to abstract, tiLines of text in a paragraph are spaced uniformly.
tle-block, byline-block, refEach paragraph is left-justified or :ight-justified (or both),
erence-entry, and figurewith special provisions for the first and last line of a paracaption eritities. Each of
graph.
these lower level entities may
Paragraphs are separated either by wide: spaces than
have alternative grammars
lines within a paragraph or by indentation.
corresponding t o different
formats. During the parsing
Illustrations are confined to rectangular frames.
Typographic conventions.
of a block, a unique label is
In multicolumn formats, the columns are spaced uniformly.
Our method uses a publicaassociated with each subblock. Only blocks that are
tion-specific knowledge base
assigned labels for which no
in the form of a document
grammar. We have also studblock grammars are provided are assumed to be correctly segment- two legal parses. This happens when the ied segmentation techniques based on
ed and labeled. Every other nontermi- label of a block cannot be determined typesetting conventions9rather than on
nal symbol assigned by a block grammar from its own profile, but only at a level publication-specific knowledge. Previis equated with the start symbol of a below. In that case, the block must be ous methods generally imbed the typoblock grammar at the level below. Un- parsed under several hypotheses, using graphic constraints in the processing
like the four stages of each block gram- alternative grammars.
routines. It is therefore difficult to take
mar, the set of block grammars cannot
an existing program and form a clear
be combined into a single master gramError control. Some portion of the conception of its capabilities without
mar, even in principle, because at each page may be in an unexpected format extensive experimentation. Further
level a new set of block profiles must be for which no alternative grammar has progress may depend on the developextracted, and the location of each block been provided. Since this will yield an ment of more consistent and compreboundary depends on the parse at the unrecognizable subblock at some hensive knowledge bases through expoint, the entire parse will fail. The plicit codification of such information.
level above.
Several dozen different classes of log- AND-OR approach is therefore modi- Some examples of generic typesetting
ical components are isolated and identi- fied to avoid catastrophic failure and knowledge for technical journals set in
fied by parsing the recursively generat- determine efficiently the best possible derivatives of the Latin alphabet are
ed block profiles. T h e recursive labeling. “Best” is defined as the maxi- shown in the sidebar called “Generic
algorithm that subdivides the page ver- mum cumulative area of the labeled typesetting rules.” The commercial softifies the correctness of label assignments blocks. A branch-and-bound strategy ware that we use for OCR incorporates
in a depth-first traversal. It returns with avoids parsing a subblock if the maxi- such typesetting rules to locate and isosuccess only if parsing is successful for mum labeled area of the page cannot be late characters in a block of text.
the given block and all of its nested increased over the current lower bound
subblocks. The algorithm may try each even with complete segmentation and
of several alternative block grammars labeling of the subblock (Figure 4). Sub- OCR
in turn. For example, if it is not known block grammar left-col correctly divides
Rather than develop our own OCR,
what part of an article a given page the left column into two paragraphs and
represents, it may be parsed with two a footer, but the footer grammar fails we considered commercially available
block grammars: one designed for a ti- because it expects even smaller type. products.10-12High-end systems consist
tle page and one for a nontitle page. The Grammar right-col correctly processes of a combination of hardware and
parse may therefore be considered an the right column, so 95 percent of the software. Some require only an addiAND-OR tree: At each level, every sub- area (all but the footer block) is now tional processor board. Low-end sysblock must be identified by means of labeled.
tems are software only and typically
In an attempt t o improve on this, the run on PCs with extended internal
one of a set of alternative grammars.
Another reason for alternative gram- second alternative top-level grammar, storage. Some OCR systems can be
mars is that a block profile may have text-b1ock.b (designed for narrower gut- trained for specific typefaces.
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er’s request to the client. The
We selected the OmniPage
client establishes a connecsystem from Caere Corp. betion to the host and submits
cause of its superior perforthe request. The database
mance (without user trainmanager parses the request
ing) on typefaces and sizes
received by the server at a
used in technical journals.
specified port and sends the
Nevertheless, the ASCII vernecessary data to the query
sion produced by the OCR
station. The data received
system is not as accurate as a
from the server is then transkeyed-in version. Unusual
mitted to the user.
typefaces may baffle the sysThe user selects the detem, but most of the classifisired page from a pop-up
cation errors are due to
menu. A geometricrepresenmissegmented characters
tation of the page (a scaled(particularly in small point
down labeled X-Y tree with
sizes, and kerned, bold, unonly leaf nodes) displays. The
derlined, and italicized typedesired block is then refaces). Formulas and equatrieved by “mousing” the
tions are sometimes mangled.
block in the geometric repLines with drop caps (such
resentation. Using the ASCII
as the first letter of this artibutton, the user can display
cle), large mathematical sym- Figure 5. The remote browsing system consists of a central
either an ASCII version of
bols, or superscripts may be server connected to several query stations by either a local
the text block or a 300-dpi
missed altogether. Some mis- or a wide area network.
takes seem irrational and may
image.
be repeated many times.
Line wrapping. Most technical printIn other applications, where accuracy Document browser
is essential, the text would be corrected
ed material is laid out in columns narrow enough for display at 300 dpi on a
using a spelling checker and human
Remote image browsing systems of- 480 x 640-pixel VGA screen. However,
postediting. However, even without
expensive postprocessing, the ASCII ten use some form of progressive en- some type -often the title and abstract
version obtained by OCR is useful not coding and transmission. Initially, only -spreads across the full page and canonly for automated search but also be- a low-resolution image is displayed. not be displayed in image form without
cause it can be converted into a stan- Greater detail then emerges as addi- unwieldy horizontal scrolling. When a
dard document-interchange formatRor tional data is transmitted. Such a scheme text block is wider than a preset width,
copied directly into a user’s word pro- is almost useless for printed documents, we continue the segmentation process
cessor or desktop publishing system. since a low-resolution version is nearly to the line level. We then locate inter(We leave aside the difficult questions illegible. Instead, we display parts of word blanks which, in each line of text,
of pricing, copyright law, and plagia- the page on demand, using the previ- are wider than the widest intercharacrism.)
ously obtained subdivision into mean- ter space. Each text line is divided at
ingful blocks.
one or more word boundaries and conText-image compression. We are also
The browser system consists of two secutive segments are displayed under
attempting to use the output of the OCR programs on separate computers that one another. This is a form of lineprogram to provide a highly compressed communicate. One is a host program wrapping for text in image, rather than
version of the text image. Only the first that handles requests from remote us- symbolic, form.
graphic instance of each character pat- ers and manages the database of digiLinkages. The dual text-image repretern is stored. When a subsequent pat- tized documents, labeled X-Y trees, and
tern is identified by the OCR with the ASCII renditions of the textual leaf sentation provides opportunities to ensame alphabetic label, the bitmaps of nodes of the X-Y trees. The other is a hance document access. For instance,
the original pattern and the new pattern (query-station) client program that gen- the OCRsystem can identify all instances
are compared, and if they match, only a erates the user requests. The portions of the word “Figure” in the text and in
pointer to the original bitmap is stored. of the labeled image requested by the figure captions. Since we know the locaThe degree of match required governs user display at the client station. For tion of each figure and figure caption,
the fidelity of reproduction. Earlier sym- portability, we have also implemented we can derive the figure number of each
bol-matching schemes carried out bit- an X-Windows version of the browser illustration. Then, when the user enmap comparisons with all previous pro- (see Figure 5).
counters a mention of a figure in the
totype patterns. We use, instead, an
The host program consists of the server text, depressing the mouse button brings
efficient OCR system for pattern iden- and a database manager. The server the figure to the screen in a separate
tification. On dense all-text printed pages handles the communication between the window. Alternatively, all figures menscanned at 300 dpi, preliminary results host and the query station. The query tioned in any text paragraph on the
indicate compression ratios twice as high station consists of a client and a user screen can be simultaneously displayed
as CCITT Group 4.
interface. The interface transfers a us- with reduced resolution.
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Similar concepts apply to cited references. Again, the ASCII version is necessary to set the linkages automatically,
but the references can be invoked from
either image or ASCII text display. While
we have experimented only with linkages within the same document, the concepts can be extended to multiple documents. Image processing plays a role
here only in the identification of the
coordinates of a recognized keyword in
the image and in segmenting the page
into blocks. Further enhancement of
the information falls in the realm of
hypertext.

Implementation. The decompression,
de-skewing, noise removal, and syntactic analysis programs run on a Sun-3/60.
The uncompressed bitmap of the entire
page is stored only once. The profile
extraction routines access the required
blocks through the x and y coordinates
stored after each parse in the X-Y tree.
The parsers at each stage are C-language programs generated by the Unix
compiler utilities Lex and YACC. A
Unix shell program controls the recursion between levels. Generation and
storage of the ASCII files is an off-line
process. The MicroTek scanning program EyeStar, the OmniPage OCR system, and the CD-ROM access programs
run on an Intel 80386 PC with 4 megabytes of memory.
The host and client programs of the
remote browser also run on Sun workstations. All browser interactions are
on-line processes. The prototype system has been tested with the host located at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the query station at the
University of Nebraska, and vice versa.
A single host can serve several query
stations simultaneously. However, our
browser does not have the elaborate
information retrieval and bibliographic
navigation facilities necessary for an
operational system. At present, our
browser contains only a few dozen pages, which can be selected from a simple
menu. Furthermore, its response time is
far too slow for anyone browsing in
earnest. It does, however, demonstrate
several functions related to document
image analysis that would be desirable
for full access to a technical library
through a workstation.
Example. A page from the I E E E
Transactions on Pattern Analysis and
Machine Intelligence, extracted from the
July 1992
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Calibrating a Cartesian Robot with Eye-on-Hand
Configuration Independent of Eye-to-Hand
Relationship
REIMAR K LENZ

ANO

ROGER Y TSAI, MEMBER. IEEE

1. lNTaooUCrloN
order for a robot to use a viden camera to estimate
he 3-Dposition and orientation of a part or object relative to its own base within the work volume, it is necessary to know the relative position and orientation between the hand and the robot base. between the camera
and the hand, and between the object and the camera.
These three tasks require the calibration of robot, robot
eye-to-hand. and camera (sec Fig. I). These three tasks
normally require large scale nonlinear optimization, special setup. and expert skills. We have developed a trio for
dealing with these thnc task. The trio is:
MUIUYnp rrrslrsd Decclnbrr I. 1987:r C V I u d Amgust IS, 1988.Rrommmc-24 for .eeepUner by 0 D Faupem
R K lrni is wilh UU lrhrrtuhl Mr N.Chtichtcmr'hmit. Trhniuhe
UnivcniUt Muwhen. n
Bm0 Manohen 2. Weu Oemuny
R Y TU^ is with the IBM lhow 1. Wallon Rerearch Cenrrr. Yo*town Heights. NY 1098

IEEE Lo* tiumbrr 892(UW

I ) camera calibration (see [IS]. 1191. [131).
2 ) Robot eye-to-band calibration (scc [ZOl. [211).
3) Canesian robot hand calibration (this paper).
Note h t only the last one is restricted 10 Cmesian robot. although further research could be done u) relieve
this latter restriction (somediscussion will be given in UK
Conclusion section), Since the camera calibration is used
throughout the trio. it is summarircdin Appcndix A. It is
a two-stage approach, and each stage quires only linear
quation solving with a maximum of five unknown^. Rpdial lens distortion cm be corrccred. The whole calibration takes about 90 ms, including 25 ms for calibration
and 65 ms for image grabbing and feaNre extnnion. The
robot eye-to-hand calibration method uodcrgocsthe m e
motion as the robot hand calibration descrilxd in this paper. and the same image feature extraction and ~(unera
extrinsic calibration are done. The acnul completion
time besides robot movement and ca"calibration is a
few milliseconds using a typical minicomputer.
This paper describes the third of the trio. I1 presents a
new appmach for robot kinematic calibration, which is
easier, faster. and more accurate than comparable cumnt
techniques. The purpose of robot kinematic calibration is
to determine the elements govcming the transformation
from the robot joint coordinates to the manipulator end
effector Canesian position and orientation, 01 the homogeneous transformation from a fixed robot base coordinate
frame to its currcnt end effector wordinate frame. This
work aclually came out as a by-product of an earlier at-

1

Figure 6. ZEEE-PAMZ title page extracted from the IEEE CD-ROM database.
A de-skewed version is used for OCR, and the image is also filtered for syntactic analysis.

CD-ROM and printed on an AppleWriter from its PostScript representation, is reproduced in Figure 6. The
image is de-skewed and filtered before
generating a labeled X-Y tree for the
page. The X-Y tree contains the coordinates of all segments in the page along
with the assigned labels. The 12 subimages in the example that correspond to
text are converted into a TIFF (tagged
image-file format) and transferred to
the PC using a network file-transfer
protocol. In the example, these include
page number, header, title, byline, abstract, keywords, section titles, twoparagraphs of text, figure caption, footnote,
and footer. OmniPage is run separately

on each subimage and the corresponding ASCII output files are returned to
the Sun system.
When the browser is activated, it gives
the user successive choices of publication name, volume, issue, and page number. The browser control buttons are
shown at the top left corner of Figure 7
on the next page. The final selection
prompts the display of a labeled geometric representation of the X-Y tree of
the selected page, as shown in the bottom left corner of the screen. Now, the
user can choose between ASCII and
image renditions of the processed blocks.
Multiple requests are entertained, as is
evident from Figure 7, which shows the
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Figure 7. ASCII
display of three
ZEEE-PAMZ text
blocks processed
by OmniPage.
ASCII renditions of the title, footnote,
and abstract blocks. Note that the word
"Manuscript" in the footnote block is
incorrectly recognized, as is the word
"is" in the seventh line of the abstract.
OmniPage records the number of characters and the number of rejects but
cannot, of course, calculate the number
of substitution errors.
Figure 8 shows the 300-dpi version of
the simple line drawing of the sample
page. Since the page image is currently
available on the IEEE CD-ROM only
in binary form, photographs would
also be displayed with extreme contrast.
The image can be either scrolled or
zoomed if its size exceeds the screen
size. Figure 9 shows both the image and
ASCII displays of a text block - the
figure caption.

with a camera rigidly mounted at the grippr At the end of each move,
it takes a total of 90 IUS to grab an image, extract image feature COOKdinates, and prform c m e r a extrinsic calibration. After the robot finishes all the movements, it takes only a few milliseconds to do the calibration. The key of this technique is that only one single rotary joint
is moving for each movement while the robot motion can still be planned
such that the calibration object remains within the field of view. This
allows the calibration parameters to be fully decoupled, and converts
a multidimensional problem into a series of one-dimensional problem.
Another key is that eye-to-hand transformation is not needed at all

Experimental results. We have successfully processed 21 photocopied pages
from the IBM Journal of Research and
Development and 20 pages from I E E E P A M I . Since these pages were used for
development and improvement of the
page grammars, we then randomly selected 12 pages from each journal for an
independent test. Nine of the P A M I
pages were segmented and labeled

I
I A
CALIB ATION

Figure 8. Image display of a figure
block. This block was selected by
clicking on the topmost block in the
right-hand column of the geometric
representation (bottom right). If the
figure is small enough, it is shown at
full 300-dpi resolution on the screen;
otherwise it is reduced or scrolled.
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perfectly. Three had minor mistakes.
Of the 12 I B M Journal pages, seven
were segmented perfectly, three had
minor mistakes, and two missed about
one quarter of the page. All mistakes
could be corrected by simple modifications of the block grammars, but it is
clear that several design-and-test cycles
would be required for acceptable performance. An interactive step, similar

i

CAMERA

CQLIBRATIO

ROBOT BASE

COMPUTER

to postediting in OCR, could also be
invoked when the algorithm fails. Since
failures can be flagged by the system
itself, the overall throughput would not
be greatly affected.
The bulk of the two to three minutes
required to process each new page is
consumed in recursive profile extraction. The algorithms were coded with
little regard to efficiency; for instance,
we used shell scripts whenever possible.
We have recently implemented a profile extraction algorithm on a 32 x 32processor DAP (distributed array of
processors) computer. Initial comparisons show that the time required to
extract the horizontal and vertical profiles of a 2,000 x 3,000-pixel image is
reduced to one tenth.

lthough an ASCII representation of technical documents is
adequate for many purposes, a
faithful rendition of the original layout
is highly desirable for human access.
Not only is this rendition necessary for
graphics, equations, and tables whose
computer representation is not yet standardized, but also preservation of the
original layout and typography enhances legibility compared with OCR output, which preserves only some of this
information.
We have demonstrated a prototype
version of a system, based on syntactic
document analysis and OCR, that can
provide useful remote access to stored

A
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technical documents. The two aspects
that differentiate our system from others are (1) X-Y tree data structures that
are particularly suitable for printed
matter, and (2) syntactic analysis of
image blocks at increasing levels of refinement.
We are now interfacing our prototype browser with the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute library information
system, Infotrax. The system already
includes all IEEE indexing data, including abstracts, since 1988.Infotrax yields,
for each article of potential interest, the
publication title, volume, issue, and page
number. Our sample documents are already indexed with the corresponding
information.
In addition to its use for information
retrieval, we intend to adapt our system
to provide input for automated or interactive indexing. Once an article is processed, only ASCII versions of such relevant fields as title, author, and abstract
would be forwarded to the indexing station. The body of the text would remain
available for subsequent full-text searches, as opposed to searches on selected
index terms only.
Longer-term research objectives include developing improved methods
for the acquisition of publicationspecific knowledge bases, possibly including some form of learning. We are,
however, also investigating to what
extent documents can be analyzed by
using generic typesetting knowledge
only.

to the robot worldbase, it is necessary to do three calibrations, namely,

robot hand, eye-to-hand and eye (camera) calibration.
0-the robot n r l d &e, i t i i n e e a s a r y to do three calibration%, r w l y ,
o b t hand, e Y e 4 o - M and eye (c-ra)
calibration.
‘Otal Characters seen

-

174, rejected

-

0, p r c e n t

-
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